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Admission is free, just pay at the door
Regular
season
home
games are
free for
Central
students,
but come
playoff time
students
end up
paying out
of their
pockets

by Steve Braeutigam
Sports editor
Tuesday night started out
right for senior Brian Young. He
had a belly full of beer, he had
basketball and he was as excited
as a pup.
The men's basketball team
was preparing to take on crossstate rival Western for the
PNWAC championship and the
right to travel to Tulsa for the
NAIA tournament. But upon
entering Nicholson Pavilion,
giddy with excitement, Young's
enthusiasm for the game turned
to disgust as he saw fellow stu-

dents paying to get into the
game.
"It made me want to puke up
my Weinhards all over the floor,"
Young said. "I thought that all
home games were free for students. I didn't know that we
would have to pay to get in."
Like many Central students,
Young lives on a fixed income
and even -though the $2 admission price was small, it's the
principle of the matter that bothers him.
"I assumed it would be for
free," Young said. "The only
sports I watch are football and
basketball, so the hundred and

' ' C·entral has
nothing to do
with the ticket pnces . ' '
-- Gary Frederick
some bucks I pay a year (for the
athletic fee) should get me into
all the home _games for free, not
just the regular season. I'm not
rich, you know."
Central's implementation of

the athletic fee at the beginning
of fall quarter put an economic
strain on student finances equivalent to a tsunami, with the shock
wave setting a precedence on
campus that began last spring

when student's voted to charge
themselves $35 a quarter in order
to save Central .sports. No other
college student body in the country had ever previously agreed to
bail out an athletic department.
If the $35 athletic fee had not
passed, four sports would have
been cut and the jump to NCAA
Division II would have been difficult. Proponents of the $35 athletic fee touted the benefits to
students in their campaign. Free
admission to all regular season
home games for Central students
was a key item used in favor of

See FEE, Page 2

Marketing Club wants
coupon book off limits
by Tom Stanton
Staff reporter

Kevin Reitan/Observer

Old Faithful
A hole outside of Bouillon Hall will continue to fume and steam until the university
completes a new steam line project at the end of the summer. The hole taps into
the underground steam lines that heat buildings on campus.

The Marketing Club submitted a
petition to the vice president of
Student Affairs in an effort to keep
John Frazzini's coupon book from
being distributed in the University
Bookstore.
"We needed the petition to show
we have support of students," Jim
Beatty, Marketing Club president
said.
The petition explains some history of the Marketing Club coupon
book and its use as a learning tool for
marketing students. It also said if
Frazzini is allowed to distribute his
coupon book on campus, it will open
the door for all local businesses.
"If this does happen, we will not
be able to use the book as a learning
tool because businesses will advertise for themselves rather than advertising through our club," the petition
states.
The late distribution and errors in
this quarter's Marketing Club
coupon book led Frazzini to create
his own coupon book. Frazzini asked

Acquainta11ce rape is a problem, say police
by Mike Bellamy
Senior feature writer
Acquaintance rape accounts for
90 percent of rapes reported across
the nation and is especially a problem on college campuses.
Campus Chief of Police Steve
Rittereiser said Central is no different
than other universities nationwide.
He said almost every one of the 18
cases investigated by campus police
in the past 10 years have been reported as acquaintance rape, and alcohol

is usually involved.
"Alcohol plays a significant part,"
Rittereiser said. "Every one of the
cases through 1997 involved the use
of alcohol by either the suspect, the
victim, or both."
Rittereiser said most cases were
charged by the Kittitas County p10secutor's office, but in most cases
were plea bargained and never made
it to trial.
Rape is legally defined as any sex
act involving penetration without a
person's consent. Those under 16

years old cannot legally give consent
in Washington.
According-to documents from the
Health and Counseling Center, a rape
victim should not bathe, shower or
douche. They should save all clothing and any items involved, and preserve any signs of struggle or forced
entry. The victim -should seek medical attention immediately. The
Health and Counseling Center can be
reached at 963-1881.
Laura Appleton, professor of
sociology, has done extensive

research in gender issues and interaction. She said current sex roles and
societal expectations are conducive
to acquaintance rape.
"The dynamics of our culture
enhance the likelihood of this happening," Appleton said.
She said society puts a great deal
of emphasis on male sexual prowess
and also rewards persuasion in many
areas outside of sex, causing men to
work on a faster frame, deciding on

See RAPE, Page 4

Central to allow him to distribute his
coupon book along side the
Marketing Club's in the bookstore.
Frazzini said he has not heard
whether he will be allowed to distribute his coupon book on campus.
"This is my livelihood," Frazzini
said in a previous interview. "If I
can't compete on an even playing
field with the university then it is
unfair competition."
The ASCWU-BOD passed a
motion at their March 2 meeting
regarding the distribution of
Frazzini's coupon book in the
University Bookstore.
"The ASCWU-BOD oppose any
outside entities entering into an
advertising contract with a campus
department when it would directly
conflict with an existing university
learning program," the motion states.
Greg Watt, vice-president for
organizations, said the BOD's
motion sends a message to the
Commercial Activities Committee
and President Nelson that they do not
want commercial activities conflicting with the university's motto, "by
teaching we learn."
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Central receives money for trip to Ghana
by Michiko Murakami
Staff reporter

Central, in conjunction with the
Washington State Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction
· (OSPI) received a $58,000 grant
from the U.S. Department of
Education to send a group of 12 educators consisting of Central faculty
and K-12 teachers from Washington
to Ghana, Africa this summer.
The selection process for the candidates will begin in the middle of
March. Each candidate is expected to
show a willingness and ability to participate in the development of an
African collaboration in each school.
The five-week Ghana trip was
funded by the Fulbright-Hays Group
Project Abroad Program.

"The idea behind the FulbrightHays Program is to take U.S. educa' ' If
tors overseas, so they can more effecti vel y teach about international relations and other countries through
their experiences," David Hedrick,
project director and director of
International Studies and Programs, Africa.
''
said.
Hedrick also said the idea behind
- Kalala Ngalamulume
the K-12 teachers is to have them
''The idea for writing the grant
feel a link to Central as leaders in Osman Alawiye, chair of Curriculum
and
Supervision,
visited
Ghana
to
came
from Dr. Hedrick and his
international education and convey
make
a
formal
bond
with
various
office,
aiming at setting up academic
information to students.
academic
institutions.
opportunities
for Central faculty in
So far, Central's curricular
Hedrick said this trip would help Africa," Alawiye, on-site academic
resources about Africa are very limited. Looking at the situation, Central to lay the foundation of an African · coordinator for the project, said.
Kalala Ngalamulume, Central's
has been focused on Ghana in terms Studies Program at Central and
of curriculum development. In establish exchange programs with only African history professor,
March 1997, a delegation including Ghanaian universities within a year expects this trip will bring Central
students opportunities to study in
President Nelson, Hedrick and or two.

an exchange program
is established, more and
more students can think
about studying
in

FEE: a $2 catch
Continued from Page 7
passing the fee. The catch, however,
comes around playoff time when students are expected to pay $2 a ticket
to get into the game.
"Central has . nothing to do with
the ticket prices," Athletic Director
Gary Frederick said. "The conference requires each school to charge
admission to home playoff games.
It's the conference's deal and it's the
same for any school that has a home
playoff game."
Actually, Central did make some
changes to the playoff ticket prices_.
"We decided Jo'knock it down a
little and keep the prices less tllan
last year's playoffs," Frederick said.
The revenue collected from the
conference during playoffs is used
to supplement the cost of operating a

playoff system. The athletic department is in no hurry to supplement
student costs for the playoffs either.
"It wouldn't be prudent on our
part to pay the student's tickets for
the playoffs," Frederick said. "We
would have to dig into our reserve
and that's not something we'd want
to do."
"I don't care if Central does or'
doesn't have a say in ticket prices
for playoffs," Young said. "I pay a
hell of a lot of money for the sports
teams to keep playing, just like 6,000
other people. So I should'nt have to
pay more money for any home
games; regardless if it's the playoff's

Ghanaian universities. He teaches
four · African history classes at
Central.
"If an exchange program is established, more and more students can
think about studying in Africa,"
Ngalamulume said. "This trip is
important because I need to define
the courses that our students will
take when they go there."
The five-week trip starting on
July 25 consists of morning classes
on a variety of issues related to
Ghana and afternoon field trips.
Alawiye, a Ghanaian native,
advises all participants to have to be
ready for the summer because it is so
hot and humid.

Police notify owner of car
thrashed by trash and abuse
Wednesday, March 4, 4:40 p.m.
A car full of garbage with no
engine or windows was abandoned in
the V-7 lot. Police sent a certified letter to the owner.
Thursday, March 5, 11:19 a.m.
A cell phone was taken from a car
in Brooklane Village.
Friday, March 6, 8: 13 a.m.
Police received a call that suspicious people were entering a vacant
Brooklane Village apartment through
a window. Police have no suspects.
Friday, March 6, 11:15 a.m.
Police responded to a noise complaint in Beck Hall. They issued
MIPs to four 19-year-old men and
one 17-year-old girl.
Saturday, March 7, 4:14 a.m..
A man called the police and said
he was bleeding because of a dispute

and was booked into Kittitas County
Jail with a DUI.
Saturday, March 7, 11:55 p.m.
A 21-year-old woman was taken
to Kittitas Valley Community
Hospital for treatment for an alcohol
overdose.
Sunday, March 8, 2:08 a.m.
Three unknown men broke a window at Hitchcock and another winby Adrienne Davis
dow at Beck.
Staff reporter
Sunday, March 8, 2:30 a.m.
Police issued a M.I.P. to a man.
with another man in Quigley Hall. A Witnesses said he had been jumping
window was broken during the dis- · on top of a.car in the I-15 lot.
pute. Police are still investigating.
Update
Saturday, March 7, 11:30 p.m.
The woman who fell off the third
Police stopped a man on 18th floor balcony last Tuesday was airAvenue near Brooklane Village, for lifted to Harborview Hospital in
driving 60 mph in a 30 mph zone. Seattle, not to Kittitas Valley
The man failed a breathalyzer test Community Hospital.

News @ aGlance
Employers on campus
Career Development Services will hold their ACESS
program on March 30, the day before spring quarter
starts. Eight companies, · including Boeing and
Weyerhaueser will be conducting workshops and mock
interviews. To participate, students must register by
March 20. Call 963-1921.
Get Spiritual
. The First Christian Church, located on Sixth Avenue
and Ruby Street, will be holding their annual Mission
Fair March 13-15, with key note speaker William Black,
director of the Institute of Christian Resources.
Get your groove on
A multi-cultural dance party will be March 13, from

10 p.m. to 2 a.m. in the SUB Ballroom. A variety of music
will be played including rap, disco, alternative, and popular music from Japanese, Mexican, Latin and other cultures. ·
Anthropology Enthusiasts
Central's Department of Anthropology will be holding
a museum open house on Wed. March 18 at 4 p.m. in
Farrell Hall. Over 45 years worth of shields, baskets and
ethnographic collections will be on display.
Live Music
Canvas, a three person band that uses two bass players instead of a guitarist, will perform March 13, at noon
in the SUB Pit.

.
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• CRIMINAL CHARGES? TRAFFIC INFRACTION? •

PIZZA HUT AND
.AMERICAN RED CROSS
COME JOIN THE FUN!
Bring the wholt;! family to Pizza Hut on
Monday, March 23
5:00 to 9:00 pm

SALON FENIX 962-2600

•YOUR PIZZA PURCHASE WILL HELP DONATE MONEY
TO TH~ RED CROSS MARCH CAMPAIGN
• BALLOO.NS FOR THE KIDS
•FREE DRAWING FOR A $50 GIFT CERTIFICATE
* Need not be present

THE ART AND SCIENCE OF PURf FLOWER AND PLANT ESSENCES,,.

555- 555- 1234

Attorney
: MARK A. CHMELEWSKI •
701 N . Pine• Ellen sburg, WA
: (509) 933- lLAW (509) 933- lFAX

•

........................
mac l law@eburg.c om

Cannee. Jo.a§
A GREAT WAY TO START YOUR WEEK
• Upllftln~ Pral60 5on(J6
• 5harln(J and Prayer
• The Word: Heard and Seen

• Tut: Lord'e; Table

5:00 PM EVERY SUNDAY
5tay For Food Afterwa rds!

Flret

Luth~ran

Church

512 N Ruby (112 block up from Safeway)

925-2844
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Kissing lessons begin
Women's History Month
Kissing speaker
says women are at
a higher risk for
contracting AIDS
by Carrina Galloway
StaJ} reporter
The scene was straight out of
MTV, loud flashy music, video
clips, dim lighting and couples kissing on stage.
Author William Cane lectured
two different times last Thursday on
the "Art of Kissing." The program
,which caused an uproar about its
validity in conjunction with women's
history month caused another kind of
uproar - laughter. Cane's presentation was humorous, bordering on
embarrassing at times as a moderate
sized crowd, mostly female, listened
to Cane describe different types of
kisses while three couples on stage
demonstrating the kisses.
Cane said he advocates kissing as
an alternative to sex. He read from a
page of statistics that women are the
fastest-growing group of people contracting the HIVI AIDS virus, which

is why he had come to talk during
Women's History Month.
. "If you know more ways to kiss,
you'll prolong your relationship and
get to know your partner better,"
Cane said. "Also, from none of these
kisses will you get any significant
diseases."
The production moved from tame
displays like the "first kiss" to more
interesting scenes such as the "wet
kiss" (involving two people in the
shower) and what Cane called
"American kissing at its best" which
involved the woman straddling and
kissing the man as he drove a car.
Reaction to the presentation was
been varied. A debate preceded the
event over whether Cane was an
appropriate speaker in conjunction
with women's history month. Many
argued that a man teaching women
how to be more "kissable" was not a
good use of the $2,000 the Women's
Jeff Gaskill/Observer
Resource Center (WRC) paid Cane.
"I thought it was sexist, demoral- Students demonstrate the Kissing Coach's techniques.
izing and a waste of money," Mila
Becker, a sophomore music major, _WRC was out of town and unavail- for student life and facilities, said.
said.
able for comment on the subject, but "Some of the demonstrations were a
Others felt the event was a suc- others lauded the program.
little risque, but I though that it was a
cess and was long-overdue good,
"I thought it was interesting," good program for the Women's
clean fun. Katrina Whitney of the Steve Simmons, BOD vice president Resource Center to bring in."

Group studies crisis in Kosovo
bj David Henderson
Asst. News editor

This is the last
issue of the
Observer for
winter term.

See you
April 9!
Mr. G's Grocery
Wine Department "Case"
Discount 10% off any three
bottles of wine! Anytime!
We do special orders!

Central students concerned by the brewing
crisis in southeastern Europe will have the
chance to examine the situation next quarter.
Duncan Perry, dean of graduate studies and
research, has created a World Affairs Group to
enable students to use their minds collectively
and seek solutions to international problems.
"Who had heard of Bosnia before 1991 ?"
Perry said. "Now the US and other countries
are pouring millions of dollars into this former
Yugoslav republic, UN troops are stationed
there, and it has become a tragic symbol of
intolerance and inhumanity. For now, that crisis
is mending. But our lack of information about
it points to our inadequate understanding of
world affairs."
Another crisis has surfaced in southeastern
Europe, bigger than the Bosnian crisis, involving more people potentially, in Albania,
Kosovo and Macedonia. Perry said that if these
Balkan countries erupt in conflict, it could dev-

astate the area for .decades to come. . ,· . ·.
~erry will lead ~ pilot World 'Affairs Group
next quarte(. Students will be able to study the
inner workings of the Balkan crisis and formulate opinions based on research. Those
involved wiU form teams and do research until
they are able to defend perspectives on the situation. Some students will study the crisis from
an Albanian perspective, while others will
defend the Serbian or Macedonian outlook.
"It's a hands-on activity requiring people to
use their research skills while learning about
international affairs and in this particular case,
international ethnic problems," Perry said.
At the end of the quarter, students will
debate the situation and share views on how to
bring the groups to a compromise solution.
Whether a resolution is reached, the experience
will provide students with critical thinking,
team work and research skills.
Students interested must be prepared to participate in a fast-paced seminar environment.
To join the World Affairs Group, contact
Perry at 963-3101.

Health Carefor
- Women and Men

Jay Jacobs

savs an

20

, · off

your total purchase

of regular or promot1onal
pnced merchandise

JAY JACOBS
contemporary clothing for men & women
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Buy any regular priced medium
pizza, and recieve a second
edium pizza of equal value for••

$3.00

Saturday & Sunday March 14th and 15th

weekend
additional
%

,
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• Information
•Education

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
Planned
Parenthood®
312 N. Pine
Ellensburg
925-7113

Monday 8:30 am - 7:30 pm
Wednesday 8:30 am - 5:00 pm
Thursday 8:30 am - 5:00 pm

ny one topping large pizza .....
Carry out only.

$7.99
ot valid with stu1I'aust or the edge.
visit
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Delta Epsilon Chi sends nine
business wizards to nationals
by David Simmons
Staff reporter

Nine members of Central's newly-resurrected chapter of Delta Epsilon Chi, a
national business fraternity, qualified to
compete at nationals in Denver on May 2-5.
Ten Central students attended the Career
Development Conference in Spokane Feb.
19-22, to compete with nearly 200 other students from around the state.
The top nine competitors in each event
qualified to attend the National Career
Development Conference.
Central hasn't had a DEC chapter for 15
years, but the 23-member fraternity is determined to make its mark.
"I wouldn't be a bit surprised to see us
do as well at nationals as we did at state
even though the competition is much more
intense," Blaine R. Wilson, business professor and advisor to DEC, said.
Members who attended the state competition were excited to be able to compete
with students from other schools.
"I felt personally gratified once we saw
all those people up on stage," Joel
Hammond, the DEC president, said. "It
really felt good since it was our first time
there. Essentially... for a first-year chapter
we did really well ... we set a name for ourselves and hopefully we can go from there."
DEC is basically the college version of
DECCA, a high-school group which orients
students to business concepts.
The conference also served as an oppor-

Rape: Alcohol
often involved

Photo courtesy of Joel Hammond

DEC sent nine out of 1O competitors to nationals this year.
tunity for students to do networking, especially with members of the state advisory
board, which supports DEC students and
sends judges to the competition.
"State advisory board members look at
DEC students for future employment possibilities," Hammond said.
Board members also advertise for internships which they offer in the summer.
Safeway, Red Robin, Safeco, Mervyn's
of California all support DEC through the
state advisory board.
Wilson said it will take a lot of hard
work and preparation to step up their level
of competition to a national level.
"The homework they're going to be

doing between now and then to refine their
skills, I think, is going to be over the top,"
Wilson said.
Many students applied to the competitions what they had learned in their major
classes.
"This conference is really based on competition and allows individuals the opportunity to compete in various events related to
their major or interests in business,"
Hammond said.
Some students took written tests, while
others competed in impromptu events.
For more information, call Wilson at
963-3673 or the DEC office at 963-1170.

Central's affordability surpasses WSU
by Stephanie Whitman
Staff reporter

cost a student at WSU approximately
$49,768 at $12,442 a year. To attend Central
for four years, a student would pay approximately $43,080 at $10,770 a year.
In a scenario, a freshman receives the
University Achievement Award so his first
year's expenses are reduced by $2,500.
That takes the four-year total down to
$47,268, still $4,188 more than Central.
Even if the award is renewed the second
year, tuition at WSU will still be $1,680
more than Central for the four years.
The only contingency for this award is a
3.6 grade point average. The freshmen can
renew the award for the next year if their
grade point average stays above a 3.0.
"No, we can't match this," James
Pappas, dean of academic services, said.
"What we do have and what we offer is
competitive."
Pappas also said it is easy to have these
programs when you have the amount of

Continued from Page 1
and pursuing sexual partners without a prior relationship
or emotional attachment. Appleton said women spend a
lot more time deciding on their sexual partners and generally need to know their partner better than men do.
Appleton said men need to understand the risk they
are putting themselves in a sexual encounter, and to ask
questions if they are unsure of where the situation is
heading. She said women communicate in many non-verbal ways that men don't understand, while men use definite verbal cues.
"Communication is not being very effective," she
said. "Women are giving off signals that men aren't getting. There needs to be much more active checking by
men."
Appleton said the sexual revolution has had a tremendous effect on acquaintance rape because sex is more
readily expected at an earlier date.
"The rules of engagement have changed," she said.

Central is still a cheaper education in
spite of Washington State University's
introduction of university achievement
awards for freshmen.
In fact, Central has been named for the
second year as one of education's best buys
by "America's 100 Best College Buys
1997-1998."
The WSU award, which pays for $2,000
of tuition and $500 of housing, is offered to
approximately 1,500 out of the 2,500
incoming freshmen. Sixty percent are
expe~ted to accept the offer. But this does
not necessarily make WSU cheaper. When
looking at the tuition prices and enrollment
numbers involved in the program, Central
turns out to be cheaper.
Four years of college, using the projected cost for the 1998-99 school year, will

money, approximately 3.4 million dollars,
WSU received in endowments and tuition
waivers.
WSU's assumption is that by offering
this program, it's enrollment of freshmen
will rise, with a higher caliber of students.
In turn, the school will have a better reputation for which students will be willing to
pay more money to attend. "The University
Achievement Award is to recognize high
academic achievem'ent and to encourage
them to enroll in WSU," Joseph Rei, enrollment management coordinator at WSU,
said. Central was looking into a scholarship
program in housing for incoming freshman
but Pappas and other officials were told by
Teresa Kulik, the assistant attorney general,
that according to the first paragraph of the
constitution it is illegal to have such a program.
The assistant attorney general at WSU
was not available for comment.
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POSSIBLY PREGNANT?
CALL 925-CARE
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS!
*ACCURATE INFORMATION ON ALL OPTIONS
*MEDICAL AND COMMUNITY REFERRALS
* POST-ABORTION SUPPORT
*NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY

•

ELLENSBURG PREGNANCY CARE CENTER
409 N. PINE ST.
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Jim Calloway
Graduate student in English

Gay at Central
By Tim Yeadon
Editor-in-chief
Leaning to the right in his metal office chair, Jim
Calloway twists away, hiding his day-old beard and tortoise-shell glasses.
"No, you're not going to take my picture," Calloway
said, flinching. "I don't photograph well. I'm too shy."
Not about everything. Nearby sits an Observer letterto-the-editor written by Calloway, its contents screaming,
"Jim Calloway, a gay, black graduate student in English."
Calloway is one of an increasing number of students
at Central who in recent months has decided to become
more outspoken about his sexual orientation.
Calloway can be described as in your face, especially
when he tells people he's gay.
In his first year at Central, Calloway, a graduate of
Pepperdine University says as far as he's concerned, his
sexual orientation might just be the first, last and only
thing he needs to tell people about himself. But ask him
his age or anything remotely personal and his usual
response is a rebuke.
,
"For the longest time I had this identity that I was told
was not valid," Calloway said. "So it's the part that I'm
working on. This is a society that doesn't value certain
things, and I have inherently in me a couple of those
things, being black and being gay."
. Calloway, who will only admit to being in his 30s, has
been described by friends as one of Central's most open,
but shy, gay men on campus. He said his practice of
telling everyone he meets that he's gay is necessary
because of the climate he lives in.
"I think that being in Ellensburg brings on an element
of 'he doth protest too much' whereas if I were in
Chicago I wouldn't have to do this. There would be no
need to because people are exposed to this," Calloway
said. "(It's all about giving me) a sense of worth. This is
not like a thrill ride, look at me, I'm gay, I want attention.
This is my way of reclaiming power from people who
would not want me to have it or exist because of who I
am."
Calloway wears a discrete, pink triangle earring the
size of a Tic-Tac in his right ear; a silver hoop adorns his
left ear. He said living in Ellensburg puts him on the constant defensive because of who he is - which he thinks
is compounded because he is black. He said he's only
been to one restaurant in town in the last six months

because reaction he received from the the staff made him
feel uncomfortable.
"I don't take this out when I go anywhere," Calloway
said, pointing to the pink triangle. "I let people draw
whatever inferences they want. This is a town that is very
conservative, white, heterosexual and male - ·and I'm
not. But the overtones are still there and one can feel
them just as strong as if someone was burning a cross on
your lawn."
He said sometimes it comes from the students in his
English I01 classes he teaches in his graduate student
capacity and sometimes from fellow grad students who
say, "oh yeah, there he goes talking about that gay shit
again."
"I teach my kids critical thinking and critical thinking
involves looking at issues and seeing the world isn't just
like you," Calloway said. "Part of it is to get kids who
have this ideology that is flying around in their head
based on what their parents told them - and then you
meet somebody like me in the flesh. How do you reconcile that with what's right here?"
He said it has often taken the rug out from underneath
him in gaining other people's trust.
"It took me so long to get here that I don't know at
what point I made that choice," Calloway said. "When I
came out to people, including my parents, nobody was
surprised, they were like 'we were wondering what was
up with you because you was one weird boy.' So it was
no surprise to anybody who really knew me. Armed with
that I turned it into my political manifesto."
Calloway moved to Ellensburg from Chicago, where
he spent the last two years working at a bookstore while
volunteering at the Franciscan Friars Catholic AIDS hospice. He said it was there he decided he could be who he
wanted to be.
"It gave me the strength to assert that I had a right to
be who I was," Calloway said. "I didn't have to hide
being gay. I had a right to be publicly gay and I would
take that right if it wasn't going to be forthcoming."
He washed dishes, ran errands and often just hung out
with AIDS patients who had no where else to go because
their lovers,spouses or families had abandoned them.
"They have no secrets," Calloway said. "It's was like,
they're dying, what's my story? I've been so long ruled
by the 'oh, I'll let people get to know me and then when
they find out I'm gay hopefully they'll still like me. I've
gone completely to the opposite line."

n
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c oars
in action
Thirty-seven undergraduate students
receive an extra push from the McNair
Scholars Program.
The McNair Scholars Program has
proven to be essential in the higher education process at Central. There are 22
enrolled McNair Scholars pursuing master's and doctoral degrees throughout the
country.
''The McNair Program has given me
personal growth... built up my confidence as a graduate which has helped me
become a better prepared student for the
master 's program," Jana Mabry, a
McNair Scholar and graduate student in
resource management, said.
Mabry, who has been in the program
since 1995, said when she first began the
program she was intimidated and overwhelmed about becoming a research
scholar. She had no clue graduate school
even existed, let alone that it was an
opportunity for her.
A national study of the McNair
Program shows that ethnic minorities,
low income and first generation students
are not represented at the doctoral level.
According to "Chartbook of Degrees
Conferred, 1969-70 to 1993-94," Jess
than 15 percent-of doctoral degrees in tJ.te · United- States' are" awarded 'tc;'·'ethtrtc ·

minorities. The statistical break down is
American white males/female, 62 percent; African American non-Hispanic,
3.2 percent; Hisp~nic, 2.1 percent;
Asian/Pacific Islander, 4. 7 percent;
Native American/Alaskan Native .3 percent and non-resident alien 26.7 percent.
Another McNair scholar on the path
to higher education is Ron Washington.
He graduated with a speech communications degree in 1997. He began the program the same year as Mabry, and is
working on an independent master's program at Central.
Washington said the program has
done a lot for him.
"It has opened opportunities for me to
get more familiar with what master's.programs are... how to apply and determine
what areas I want to focus on," he said.
The McNair Program has provided
Washington with the opportunity to be
published.
More than 40 percent of the student
body are potentially eligible to take part
in this program. Every year, 12 to 20
scholars are selected by the program
They are required to compete for federal
funds for research and complete a potentially p,ublisJtable research paper. ·
·
·

Tim Fotey, a senior in biology, and a McNair scholar is in deep concentra"
tion on his studies for upcoming finals.

Jana Mabry, McNair Scholar and
graduate student in the resource
management program, takes a
break between research and
classes. She graduated from ·
Central in 1997.

Patricia Nelson, academic adviser,
has been helping Ron Washington
through the McNair' Scholar Program.

Story ~nd photos by Jason Jackson
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Hail The Connector
Look for new schedules

Still open for Spring 8reakl
Have a good one.
Quality, concerned cam for the entire family

C1ll Far Raut11 ind Deflll1

John Savaae, DMD

Emergencies Welcome
INSURANCE
COSMETIC
WELCOME
DENTISTRY
CROWNS &
BRIDGES

ROOT
CANALS

ORAL
SURGERY

NITROUS
OXIDE
AVAILABLE
Preferred Provider- Wash. Dental Service

Why obligate yourself to a year
lease or dorm contract with
roommates you may not like
in a month.
Anchor M apartments understands
students changing situations and
offers month to month leases.
We are curr_ently accepting
applications for studios,
1 BR & 2 BR apartments.
1901 N. Walnut .

Ellensburg

Mr. G's Grocery

ROflVE8EER
At.t. Ft.Ill/OR$

$299
22 Oz.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
All letters must be submitted by 5 p.m. Monday the week of the
publication date and be 300 words or less, type written.
Letters must include name and phone number for verification.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste. There is a two letter limit per quarter
from any person or organization.
Send letters to: Observer, CWU, Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435,
or bring them to the newsroom in Bouillon 222. You can also fax
the Observer at 963-1027 or send e-mail to Observer@cwu.edu.
Newsroom phone: (509) 963-1073.

OBSERVANCE

Unfinished business
It's time for this lame duck editor-in-chief to remind this university
that a few loose ends still need to be fixed, even upon my reluctant graduation.
Create a Safe Walk Program. How tough is it? You stick a desk in the
Depot Deli, a desk in the library and a desk in the SUB. Four or five people get walkie-talkies and then start ,walking. Knock off this line of bull
about Safe Ride being the end-all answer. It's not. Safe Ride runs four
days a week from 10 p.m. to 3 a.m. {drinkfo' lfours if you didn't notice).
Every evening young men and women walk alone from the Library across Central's "dark campus to their dorms and apartments. Thr,ee of those
nights they are sure to walk alone. One of these nights there's going to be
a front page story about someone who didn't make it home.
There's still no·such thing as women's history at Central. We_ll, there
may be, but not as far as I'm concerned after watching the Women's
Resource Center skew their own month with a kissing coach. Yes, William
Cane managed to spew a little poorly-coached sexual awareness propaganda to a couple of hundred semi-grossed-out coeds. That still has nothing to do with women's ·history. The Student Affairs division doesn't
understand the mission of the Women's Resource Center. It ought to be a
femi-nazi collective that will not stop until this campus understands
women's issues. Student Affairs thinks the women's center is better off if
it just shuts up and smiles. Too bad it has.
The Service ·and Activities Committee is · still advised by Keith
Champagne - who doesn't even bother to-show up to the meetings any~
more. Student Affairs (big time S&A cash recipients) is still out of line as.
it has its finger on the committee's nose. Letting Student Affairs advise the
committee is like letting Paul Allen chair an election commission. Move
the committee somewhere else, anywhere else. This conflict of interest
has gone too far.
And finally, it's two years and counting since sophomore Kit Felice
committed suicide in Moore Hall. It's also been just about two years since
Student Affairs promised a plaque commemorating his life. His friends are
still waiting.
-Tim Yeadon
Lame duck editor-in-chief
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LEI"T'ERS
To the point

A tragedy I cannot ignore ·
Domestic violence is a hell of a
thing. I always viewed it as something senseless and cowardly. On
January 1, 1998, my sister was brutally stabbed to death by her husband. To · make things worse, her
body was discovered by my 14-yearold nephew. The man that murdered
my sister was her second husband.
He was not the father of my sister's
children.
My sister was a well-known figure throughout East Palo Alto,
California. She owned a popular
restaurant named Dimples Barbecue.
She was a very caring woman, a
mother of two and only 41 years old.
She was a giving woman who fed the
needy and took people in to help
them get on their feet. I knew nothing about my sister's second husband. In fact, it had been so long
since I had spoken to her, I had no
clue-that she even remarried. The
man she married was a drug addict
and a thief. My sister felt like she
could change this man. She got him
to kick his drug habit and helped him
turn his life around for the better.
After a year of marriage, everything went downhill. Domestic violence became a regular in my sister's
relationship. Her husband had a drug

relapse, lost his job, and began to
steal money from my sister's business. In November, my mother and
father made a trip to California to
visit my sister. She let my mother
know what was going on in her relationship. She also 1et my mother
know she was planning to file for
divorce. My mother told her to be
careful and to take the process slow.
It was as if my mother knew what
would happen to my sister if she
broke the marriage off abruptly.
This process must have been
extremely difficult, because as a
result, my sister is no longer here. I
guess my sister's husband felt that if
he could not have her, no one would.
He used one of my sister's kitchen
knives to slay her. When the police

caught up with him, he was soaking
wet in my sister's 1997 Honda Civic.
He had made an attempt to get rid of
the murder weapon by tossing it· in
the San Francisco Bay.
As a result of domestic violence,
I am out a sister who I loved dearly.
Through this incident, I have learned
a great deal about domestic violence.
Domestic violence touches more
than the person being abused. It
affects everyone that it surrounds. It
is very similar to a plague that no one
thinks will ever happen to them.
Domestic violence can happen to
anyone no matter what gender, size,
shape or color. It is up to every person to be honest with their relat~on
ships with others. P~ople need to
seek he1p from family as well as professionals that can give objective
feedback from an outsiders' point of
view. Domestic violence is something that everyone needs to take
seriously. One never knows when it
can be their family at a funeral sitting
in the front row.
Jason Jackson is a 23-year-old
speech communication major in his
first quarter as an Observer
reporter/photographer.
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-FROM ELLENSBURG TRAVEL

•Emma Antoinette Daverin
was the first female child born
in Kittitas County. She was
born Aug. 14, 1869 shortly after
her parents arrived in the valley.
Emma married Philip George
Fitterer in 1891. Philip and his
brother, Frank, founded Fitterer
Brothers Furniture which is still
owned by descendants of the
original family.
•Mary Rowland Mires, the
wife of the first mayor of
Ellensburg is best known for her
amateur photographs of her
family's camping trips and local
Native Americans. Her pictures
are a reminder of early life in the
Kittitas Valley. Her photos are on
display at Shadow Catchers
Studio and Gallery in Olympia.
•Mary Webster was the first
WASP (Women's Air Force
Service Pilot) to hail from
Ellensburg. Webster was the
third in her family to go into the
service after her two brothers.
She was killed in a plane crash at
the age of 26. A display featuring Webster is at the Kittitas
County Museum in Ellensburg.

Leta and
Clareta
Olmstead
Smith are
just two of
the many
women
whose contributions
to
Ellensburg
are of
importance
today.

Women shaped Ellensburg
by Darcy Steinfeld

Staff reporter
From the beginning, women
have held important positions
in the making of Ellensburg
history.
John
Shoudy,
Ellensburg's founder, named
the town "Ellen's Burgh" in
honor of his wife, Mary Ellen.
Leta and Clareta Olmstead
Smith are two early pioneers
who made their mark on the
Ellensburg community.
Both sisters earned degrees
from Ellensburg Normal
School (now known as Central
Washington University) in the
1920s and went on to teach in
Ellensburg schools.
, The sisters' main contributions were land and historic
documents that would help historians and the public understand the early history of
Kittitas Valley.
The sisters donated their
family homestead to the

Washington
State
Parks
Department in 1968. They also
donated an archival collection
to the school that contained pie, tures, journals, historical maps,
genealogical records, newspapers and historical artifacts.
"The Olmstead sisters were
fine contributors to the history
of this area," Larry Mayberry, a
local former teacher, said.
Corinne Farrell, born in
Ellensburg in 1924, received
her Bachelor of Arts from
Central and went on to become
a famous physician.
Farrell was a professor at
the University of Missouri at
Columbia for a number of
years, authored 60 papers, and
contributed to two books,
"Breast Cancer" and "Thermography".
At the time of her death in
1988, Farrell left Central $1.3
million for pre-med and merit
scholarships. Farrell also set up
a scholarship for Ellensburg

Mary Ellen Shoudy
high school students who need
help with college tuition.
Dorothy Dean came to teach
at Central in 1928. Nervous
about teaching at the college
level, Dean was first given the
task of organizing courses in
bio-chemistry and food chemistry.
Although her area of expertise was chemistry, Dean

enjoyed helping out with the
development of the pre-professional program at Central.
"Dr. Dean was highly
respected and very demanding," Mayberry said.
Mayberry is a former student of Dean's and his father
worked with Dean in the science department.
A laboratory elementary
school now called Hebeler
Hall was used to promote
hands-on learning.
Through most of its history, Hebeler was occupied
by children ages 3-8.
Amanda Hebeler was the
school's first principal and
director of the school from
1929-1956.
Sarah Spurgeon, an art
instructor at the time, contributed artwork to the architecture of Hebeler Hall. Today,
the art gallery dedicated to
Spurgeon is located in Randall
Hall.

Temple Shalom celebrates creation
by Julie Helleson

Staff reporter

www.aish.edu/calendar/chanukah/wisdom.html

Kittitas County members of the
Temple Shalom are lucky because
Sabbath services will be held in
Ellensburg tomorrow, Friday the
13th.
The Temple Shalom of Central
Washington usually meet every
other week in Yakima for Sabbath
services.
Twice a year the services are held
in Ellensburg because one third· of
the congregation is from Kittitas
County. The services for tomorrow's
Sabbath will be held at the Grace
Episcopal Church, 101 W. 1 St. - at
7:30 p.m.
"It would be very educational for
someone not in the religion," student Gina Scala said.

''

tions and a different one
is studied each week.
This week, the building
of the prayer tent in the
desert and the destruction of the Golden Calf
by Moses will be studied
at 10 a.m. Saturday, at
the Martin and Carla
Taub
Kaatz residence. Contact
the Kaatz family at 9251265 for directions.
"Saturday is a lot more informal," member Alex Taub, said. "We
sit around, talk, eat and discuss the
Torah."
Both services are led by student
Rabbi Michelle Greenburg who
studies in Los Angeles working on
her Masters of Divinity. Greenburg
is contracted to the Temple Shalom
for one year.

We sit
around, talk, eat
and discuss
the Torah.
-Alex

The Jewish Sabbath recognizes
God's refraining from continuing
creation on account of the world
being complete.
The Sabbath starts at sundown
on Friday and ends after sundown
on Saturday. It is a day set aside for
resting, studying Torah (the first five
books of the Bible) and spending
time with family and community.
The Torah are split into 52 por-

''
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Canvas takes music tO new level
by David Henderson
Asst. News editor
Rowdiness spreads contagiously through the
crowd as Canvas dives into their next song, titled
"Lincoln City," a tune made up of mind splintering
bass riffs and vivid lyrics. Canvas will be playing
tomorrow at noon in the SUB pit.
The band's sound is resonant and cohesive.
Drummer John Stewart lays down a collage of calculated rhythms that hit like hail. Bassists Justin
") Gibbens and Howard Barlow set it off with fast
paced basslines and jazz style melodies, leading
' into a sea of lyrics sung emphatically by Gibbens:
"I seek retreat in wilderness. And I seek openness.
And I celebrate emptiness. And I glorify my nothingness."
Canvas has blossomed over the last year, producing a dozen new songs which contain better
lyrics and a faster paced, abrasive edge.
"I think we play with more confidence now
because we' re more happy and satisfied with the
music we've been writing," Gibbens said. "So we
can play it with more assertiveness and intensity."
Canvas has been playing gigs on the west side
nearly every weekend this school year, making performances at Gibson's, Uncle Rocky's, Rupert's
and the Color Box located in Seattle's Pioneer

Square.
"I think our best show was .at
the Color Box," John Stewart,
said. "We were just pumped to be
there and there was a great sound
system, a great stage, and there
were enough people there to make
it a great show."
The group recently put out a
two-track demo tape and will be
putting out a CD this summer.
Canvas has been playing
Courtesy of Canvas
together for a year and a half,
Canvas emerges as one of Central's prominent bands.
experimenting with their music
before small, audiences. The
steps to the microphone with intensity, delivering
band's success was confined to the Ellensburg area thought provoking lyrics to offset Gibben's compliuntil last summer when their musical experimenta- cated bass riffs: "Time moves ever faster, the furtion finally began to pay off.
ther I go. If I miss a link, how will I know? Do I
"A lot more people come up and they'll notice need to think, out of sink will I go? If I get frozen
certain influences and it's kind of flattering to us in time, will you thaw me out slow?"
because they're mutual bands that we all like,"
On other songs such as "Lincoln City" and
Barlow said. "We've had people ask us if our influ- "Newton's Third," they use a bass guitar strung
ences were Rush or King Crimson or Primus."
with piccolo strings, which produces a sound a full
The band's combination of hypnotic beats, octave higher than a regular bass. Other flamboyant
bizarre time changes and low end bass slaps makes songs, include the crowd favorite, "The Hot Dog
for a chaotic harmony that leaves the audience Conspiracy" which contains the chorus: "You are
glowing.
the hot dog king! You are the leader of the weinOn some songs such as "Pendulum," Barlow ers!"

Web helps chat-fiends find chums
by Daren Schuettpelz
Staff reporter
Meeting new friends is just a flip
.of the finger away. The internet
offers many different chatlines for
people with a variety of interests.
"Chatlines are a fun source of
entertainment," Crystal Liebert,
junior majoring in political and
social science said.

The
"Chatroplis" chatline
· (http://www.chatropolis.com) has a
complete listing of a variety of chat
rooms. The WBS chat line
(http://www.wbs.net), is comprehensive and user-friendly. Some have
taken the friendship level a few steps
farther on the chat lines. Sarah
Flaherty, a sophomore law and justice major, met her boyfriend while ·
chatting for the first time.

"It was really great," Flaherty
said. "We both went in telling the
truth and liked each other's personalities before we saw what we looked
liked."
Flaherty said she and her friends
have formed lasting friendships with
other users from around the country
and globe.
"Everything I say is honest," Erik
Ht:'.ineman, sophomore majoring in

secondary education, said. "But I
may say things that are somewhat
ambiguous."
A note of caution from experienced chatters suggests people
should not give out any vital personal information in a chat room.
Liebert urges students to use
common sense when giving out your
real name, address and phone number.
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Coming of Age in Babylon
By Daren Schuettpelz
Staff reporter
"Coming of Age in
Babylon," by Doug De
Bias, is one of those
find-your-own reality
books. This collection
of short essays is written with such frank, humorous and non-condescending tone, it is hard to put down.
The book is intended for people 18 - 25
years-old which makes it perfect for college
students. De Bias describes this age group as
people, "who are open to life's possibilities."
The book wvers issues people don't always
like covering; love, sex, prejudice, religion,
drugs and even masturbation. It forces the read:.
er to rethink your own ideas. De Bias presents
his own views but not in the "I'm right because
I'm older and experienced" way. They are presented in a manner that make you want to listen

even if you disagree. He stresses that you must
take responsibility for your own actions and
choose actions based on what you learned in
life.
The book's strongest element is De Bias'
technique of destroying stereotypes and myths.
He has a gift for interpreting other documents
in ways thought impossible.
. De Bias does this partly through amazing
comments like, "The Declaration of
Independence calls · upon you to masturbate"
and "All religions, at their daily human level,
are essentially the same." De Bias continually
stresses that people should think for themselves.
. The book also features quotes from the likes
of Mark Twain and George Savile which,
though written many years ago, relate to our
society.
The book also contains cartoons relating to
the text by De Bias' youngest daughter,
Catalina De Bias, which add life to the book.

Ferris·saves face·
by Brent Overman
Staff reporter
,,

'

The music group Save
Ferris adds some much needed energy to the saddened
California.reggae/ska scene:
·Ska ~ic features trumpets, ho~ and a fast paced
beat to
along with the
drummet:>liid the guitarists.
The voc~·-~e not so serious
and usua,'soimd amusing.
Theit·£~first major label
album, · «' "It
Means
Everything," is loaded with
potential hits. It combines ska
and punk, with some reggae
that allows the listener to get

I!

hooked on the catch:}' tunes.
The song receiving the
most attention is a cover of
Dexy's Midnight Runners'
1983 hit, "Come On
Eileen."
The seven member band
focuses attention on the
upbeat, in the songs "Spam"
and "Under 21." These songs
show the childishness in the
band, and are a good laugh.
The album isn't totally
youthful, with lyrical renditions like ."Good~ye," "Lies"
and "Everything I Want To
Be';:bellowing out some angry
and depressing lyrics.
The band's most powerful
weapon is lead singer
Monique "Mo" Powell's
vocals.

The band gets its name
from the catch phrase in the
movie, Ferris Bueller's Day_
Off, where some of Bl!eller's
friends go around school collecting change in the "Save
Ferris" can.
This Cb will appeal to listeners of ska,: reggae, and
punk. Although they sound
like a cross between Sublime
and No Doubt, their musical
style sets them apart.

G
'
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Take worst
enemy.

~ ~

7>J 7>J -,,..;,

m.

Sav~ your mon~y for
a rainy day matinee.
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!'Q.

~ A fall-price

~

7>J 7>J 7>J 7>J fli~k.
Go see
this one today!

by Kurt Thomas
Staff reporter
From an impressive airplane crash to-jumping off a
building onto a moving train
"U.S. Marshals" has a ton
of special effects and high
tech espionage to distract
the audience from the poor
script.
'.'.U,S. Marshals'' brings U.S. Deputy
Marshal Samuel Gerard, played by Tommy
Lee Jones, back from "The Fugitive."
Unfortunately the plot from "U.S. tive, played by Snipes. Snipes' biggest downMarshals" follows "The Fugitive" so closely fall in this movie .is that he played his cold,
that it left little to the imagination. Using a few distant character too well. I wouldn't have
new plot twists did not help this movie and cared if he died in the first five minutes.
wasted time that could have been spent more
Downey Jr. plays a suspicious diplomatic
. wisely by developing a closer rapport with the security service agent, John Royce, assigned
characters.
to Gerard to aid in the capture of Sheridan. I
This movie does have some very .good spe- don't know if it was the acting or the characcial effects and graphic realism. The way one ter, but I wouldn't trust Royce with my
of the main characters was killed off would garbage, let alone :confide in him during a
have almost been heart wrenching ·if they manhunt.
developed him first rather than wasting time
~rom the beginning, I knew the convict
trying to create a cheesy bad guy.
plane was going to crash, Sheridan would
Despite a star cast of Jones, Wesley Snipes escape, Gerard would mindlessly dog him,
and Robert Downey, Jr. I found the character and Royce had a secret agenda. This movie
development very inferior to those portrayed was so obvious that the only surprise would
in "The Fugitive."
have been if Sheridan had been a murderer at.
· If Gerard possessed half the intellect dis-, the end. played in "The Fugitive" he would have seen
The twists thrown into this movie did not
. through the treachery and lies that played him add to the story and, if anything, detracted
like a puppet until the very end of the movie.
from the characters. It is a classic example of
The new fugitive is Sheridan, a cold heart- a cheesy spin-off that uses action to cover
ed ex-Marine Special Forces, ex-C.l.A. opera- inadequacy.
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· H•A&TH THROUGH CHIROPRACTIC

1011 N. Alder

962-2570
Located close to campus

Medium Specialty Pizza • Medium Pepperoni Pizza • Breadsticks •
BIG Snickerdoodle
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Carry Out Only
Dinner Buffet
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*
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*
one topping pizza
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•Wide selec:dml of paper stock

•Se--' tJpes of binding
•A wmhllw of cower styl•XEROX LASER COLOR copies
Enlarg-ent/reductlon capabllltlm*
• Transparencl- Reg. & FULLCOLOR·*
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Daily 11-2

Tuesday 5-8 pm

NOW AT OUR NEW LOCATION
724 E. 8th Ave. (in the Plaza)
l\lond.iv Through Fml.iv 8.00 · S 30
Saturday moo ~ 2:30

(Drinks not included)

- Pizza
- Breadsticks
- Potato Wedges - Salad
- Dessert Pizza

Please present coupon when ordering. Limit 1
per person . Not available for Delivery. Not valid
w ith any other offer or coupon. Valid at
participatin g locations. Sales t<1x not lnctlyded. ,

Please present coupon when ordering. Limit 1
per person . Not available for Delivery. Not valid
with any other offer or coupon. Valid at
p,articipating locations. Sal~s ta,x not i!Jcluded ,

- Pizza
- Breadsticks
- Potato Wedges - Salad
- Dessert Pizza

.11!11.

~x_e.i~slf J2~8_._ ·~

n

24 Hour Fax 962-2719

Please present coupon when ordering. Limit 1
per person. Not available for Delivery. Not valid
with any other offer or coupon . Valid at
participatin~ locations . Sales tax not included .
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• PC & Madntosh laser print-outs
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Pressure builds as
final exams loom
by Jessie

Santos
Staff reporter
As students,
we all have one
goal in common; finishing
the term.
At the end of
each term however, are th~ expectations our professors have of us.
It all boils down to finals week.
There are a few of us who wait
until the last moment to compile all
of the knowledge we gained over the
past ten weeks into a few days. We
put the pressure on ourselves and
complain every step of the way.
This is called procrastination.
Never put off until tomorrow what
you can do today.
I always seem to get caught
unprepared the week before finals. I
make assumptions like, I can get it
done in one day. Assumptions make
me look like a long-eared animal.
There is a world-wide group of us
who live for last minute pressures.
It's like a thrilling ride on the
world's biggest roller coaster, the
beginning of the ride, to the steep
uphill climb, to the first steep drop,
into the whirlwind tunnels, swoops
and tums, into the final fast climb
_and the never-ending ride is over.
There are those on the other hand
who enjoy the challenge of the ride.
We rush to complete everything we

left for the last moment.
And then there are those who
can't get out of the slump and take
lower grades.
On the other hand, some of my
work is at its best because I didn't
have to sit and make too many
changes. Sometimes I do my worst
work because I didn't take the time to
think things through. Then there are
the times where I completed the project early, forgot about it, couldn't
find it until the last moment, and
worried two more gray hairs onto my
head.
·
There are some people who will
put too much into the pressures of
finals week and -end up with serious
complications such as loss of friends
and family, alienation and physical
illness (I intentionally left out m_ental
illness). Even though most in this
by David Landis
group pass their classes, they fail
· Staff reporter
elsewhere. I try to keep myself out
of this category.
Spring break is a time to have fun,
One thing I noticed about myself
relax, and forget school for a few
is, I drink four to six cups of coffee
fleeting moments.
daily during the term on a normal
Students are venturing off to
basis. During finals week, I can only
places like Mexico, California and
get two- cups past my lips. I am too
Florida.
engrossed in what I am trying to
"I'm going to Vegas to kick it and
accomplish to take the time to gamble as much as I can," Sarah
become overly jittery with the
McNutt, a junior majoring in recrefamous caffeine shuffle.
ation management, said. "I plan on
I don't believe in late night thinkpaying off my student loans with the
ing parties because I can't stay awake
all the money l' m going to win."
past 10 p.m. But I do get up before
With a high volume of travelers,
dawn cracks the horizon.
rates are higher than usual for vacation packages. These travel packages

Stude.nts look to let loose on break

Cool Careers
Hot off the Grill.

-------------------------

• Crew Members

Today, March 12
•A Celebration of Women, SUB Pit,
11 :30 a.m.
•"Completing the Learning Agreement"
workshop,
presented
by
Career
Development Services, Barge 202, 3 p.m. to
4p.m.
•"The Colored Museum," Tower Theater,
6:30 p.m./$5
•Concert: Symphonic Band, conducted by
Andrew Spencer, Hertz Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

NEW RESTAURANT

OPENING IN ELLENSBURG
EARLY Tiiis SPRINGI
Training Begins
Immediately
To Apply call
Our Jolt Hotline at
1-aoo-811-5281

Friday, March 13
•Campus life Performing Arts presents live
music, "Canvas," SUB Pit, noon
•Natural Science Seminar: ~'Out of Africa:
Ecology, Economics, and the Elephant Dung
Controversy," by Donald Cocheba, department of economics, Dean 102, 4 p.m.
•Jazz Nite I, directed by John Moawad,
Hertz Recital Hall, 8 p.m./$3
•"The Colored Museum," Tower Theater,
8 p.m./$5 for students, $10 for general
admission
•Multicultural Dance Party, SUB Ball Room,
10 p.m. to 2 a.m.,free

We're tooking for friendly, customer service oriented individuals with
good math, reading, writ·
ing and verbal communication skills. Former
employees will be reinstated at their previous level. Must be 16
or over. EOE.
0 Foodmalcer Inc , 1998

Saturday, March 14
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MinglewooD
"Where friends meet. "
402 N. Pearl
THI! SMALL PRINTf VAUO I.OR ONE DOLLAR :>ff ANY IT!ll
WE SELL FOR OVER$t .99, ANY DAY, INCLUDING DRINKS. NOT
·:~u;:::-:-:-~\ .
VALi> WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR SPECIAL PRICING. ONF.
i
~~~t
COUPON PER Pll!RSON PER ITEM. MEALS COUlfT A$ ONE
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Featured Event: Central's Department of Ecology invites everyone to a
museum open house on Wednesday, March 18 on the first floor of Farrell Hall
from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. There will be exhibits from shields and spears to
baskets and bark cloth; 45 years of collecting. Refreshments will be available.

You'll receive cool perks induding 1/2 price meals and
paid vacation. And because we have variety on the
menu, you'll have variety in your day. And what Jack says
is true: "Without variety, you'd be bored silly."
·

BRAND

--~--

Along with going home, there are
vacations that won't cause. poor college students to file for bankruptcy.
"Instead of spending a lot of
money to go on vacation, I decided to
go to Ocean Shores and party there,"
Laura Petkov, a junior majoring in
social sciences, said. "That way all
my friends can come and we can all
party together."
After many students are gone,
there are Ellensburg lovers who take
advantage of the peacefulness.
"I'm actually taking the chance to
get some real relaxation here in
Ellensburg," Larry Banford, a sophomore majoring in l~~ an~ justl~, ,
said.
' ••I

CALENDAR FOR THE WEEK OF MARCH 12 -19

Jack In The Box is experiencing dramatic growth
throughout the Greater Washington Area and
that can only mean one thing. People are hungry.
•
Okay, it means one other thing. We're serving up
hot opportunities:

• Shift Leaden

usually include airfare and hotel
accommodations.
"I don't care what it costs, all I
know is that I'm out of here and on
my way to Mexico come Thursday of
finals week," Tim Bowen, a senior
majoring in finance, said.
A trip to Mazatlan will cost an
average of $660 per person for an
eight day, seven night stay.
For those who can't afford a trip,
going home'is one 'of the remaining
options.
"I haven't been home in so long
I'm actually kind of homesick, I really can't wait," Brian Krrudsen, a
sophomore majoring Jn geography,
said.

I

··

•Seminar: travel advice, sponsored by
Central's retirement association and Retired
and Senior Volunteer Program, St. Andrew's
Catholic Church social room, 9 a.m. to noon
•Student Recital: Julie Woods, bass choir,
Hertz Recital Hall, 3 p.m.
•Jazz Nite I, directed by john Moawad,
Hertz Recital Hall, 8 p.m./$3
•International Association of Jazz Ensembles
presents: student jazz combos, Hertz Recital

Compiled by
Nora-Marie
Myers

Hall, 8 p.m.
•"The Colored Museum," Tower Theater,
8 p.m./$5 tor students, $10 for general
admission

Monday, March 16
•FINALS
•Art Exhibition: Farrell Merit Scho1arship
recipient ,work, Spurgeon Gallery in Randall
Hall, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Tuesday, March 17
•FINALS
•Art Exhibition: Farrell Merit Scholarship
recipient work, Spurgeon Gallery in Randall
Hall, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
•Concert: Music Preparatory Program,
Kittitas Valley Youth Orchestra and String
Ensembles, Hertz Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m.
•St. Patrick's Day: Arnie's Horseshoe Sports
Bar presents $1.50 green domestic
pounders

Wednesday, March 18
•FINALS
•Art Exhibition: Farrell Merit Scholarship
recipient work, Spurgeon Gallery in Randall
Hall, 8 a.m . to 4 p.m.
•Concert: Music Preparatory Program,
Kittitas Valley Children's Honor Choir, Hertz
Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Thursday, March 19
•FINALS
•Art Exhibition: Farrell Merit Scholarship
recipient work, Spurgeon Gallery in Randall
Hall, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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Winter sports calendar

Sports briefs

NAIA National tournament begins in Tulsa,
Okla. March 17.

Homevs.UPS,Maroh20
and 21 (double-header)

The Salzman
Invitational @ PLU
begins this weekend.

March 15 vs. Whitworth, 1
p.m.

Look out Tulsa, here they come!
Junior guard
Tyce
Nasinec
(25), flies
acrobatically
around a
Western
defender for
two of his
13 second
half points.
Nasinec finished tbe
game with
21 points.
Senior Leon
Johnson led
Central with
26 points
and 12
rebounds,
20 of his
points came
in the second half.

Track and Field
Tom Gaschk and Sara
Lind qualified for regionals last Saturday in the first
meet of the season at the
Washington Preview Track
and Field meet at Husky
Stadium. Gaschk qualified
with a 3:35.11 effort in the
1,500 and Lind finished the
javelin competition with a
throw of 128-5.

Softball opens
at 4-4
hy Jennifer Dunham

Staff reporter
In their 1998 season
debut, the women's softball
team clawed their way to a
4-4 finish at the third annual Central Washington
Invitational in Richmond.
"I think we played
well," first baseman Viki
Wenzel said. "We have a
lot of talent. I can see us
going far this year."
The Wildcats jumped to
a 2-0 start in the tournament.
They beat St.
Martin's 2-1 and clobbered
Willamette 6-2. The effective pitching duo of Kaci
Bridges
and
Stacie
Galbavy gave up only one
earned run in both victories
for the Wildcats.
On
Saturday,
the
Wildcats lost three of four
games, falling to Western
Oregon (6-0), Pacific
Lutheran (14-6) and
Portland State (4-1 ).
The lone win on
Saturday was an 8-0
shutout against Seattle
University. Game highlights
include
Tera
Budsberg's grand slam
home run and Joelle
Whitescarver's three-hit
pitching shutout.
The Wildcats began the
opening
championship
round on Sunday with a 53 victory over Eastern
Oregon.
The score was tied 3-3
until Wenzel belted a tworun homer to give Central
the win.
"They were a tough
team," outfielder Andrea
Knight said. "We were losing at first but came back to
beat them."
The Wildcats ended the
tournament with a 7-4 loss
in the quarterfinals to
Oregon Tech.

Brandy Langfitt/Observer

Back-to-back champs
By Tim Booth
Staff reporter
He stood at center court, surrounded by his
teammates and rabid fans. In one arm he was holding his child. In the other arm, he was pumping the
PNWAC Championship trophy up into the air ...
and he had every rigl:t to.
Leon Johnson put his team on his shoulders in
the second half, and carried Central all the way to
Tulsa. The Western Washington Vikings fought
gallantly, but fell short in the end 88-84.
The 6-foot 7-inch senior, who last played for
the Wildcats in 1995, said this is why he came
back.
"It's an absolutely fantastic feeling," Johnson
s~id after the game. "I watched ESPN all week and
saw the excitement of those teams going to the "big
dance," now we're going to the 'little dance'."
Johnson scored 20 points and pulled down eight
rebounds in the second half alone. He finished the

night with 26 points and 12 boards.
"We told Leon at halftime that he was going to
have to be the 'Windex man' on the boards in the
second half," Wildcat head coach Greg Sparling
said.
The Vikings jumped on the Wildcats in the
early going, building a seven-point lead, seven
minutes into the game. Back-to-back three-pointers by Simon Dubiel, and two free throws from
Paul Fraker gave the Wildcats a one-point lead
they would not relinquish the rest of the night.
Leading by six at halftime, the Wildcats used
six straight points from Johnson on the inside, and
a three-pointer by Fraker on the outside to give
Central their biggest lead of the night at 55-42 with
15 minutes left in the game.
But the Viking combination of Jim Mattler on
the outside, and Dave Mott, who scored 18 points,
on the inside, kept Western in the game. They
trimmed the Wildcat lead down to three points at
64-61 with eight minutes left.

"They never have attacked the middle (of our
defense) against us before," Sparling said.
"They've always attacked from the perimeter, so
when they did attack the middle tonight we were
caught a little off guard."
Johnson scored seven straight Wildcat points to
get the lead back to eight, but back came the
Vikings. Western was within two 83-81 with 47
seconds left, following a three from Mattler. The
5-foot 11-inch senior came off the bench to lead the
Vikings with 21 points. Central hit only three of
six free throw attempts, but those combined with
Tyce Nasinec's dunk with three seconds left were
enough to hold off the Vikings.
"Their (Western's) kids could've folded many
times, but they just kept battling back and battling
back," Sparling said. "It was a heck of a ball
game."

See TULSA, page 14
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by Joe Bair
Staff reporter
The Central wrestling team went out with a
bang last Saturday at the NAIA national tournament in Primm, Nevada.
Since the Wildcats are moving to NCAA
Division II next year it was their final appearance
at the NAIA tourney. Central had its best team finish in almost 25 years with a school-record seven
wrestlers gaining All-American honors.
Coach Kevin Pine's squad tallied 88 points to
tie for fifth place with the University of Mary.
Montana State-Northern snagged the team crown
with a whopping score of 162.5.
Bart Orth (167 pounds) had a national championship in his sights but Simon Fraser's Dennis
Herren slammed the door on those title hopes. The
Canadian grappler squeaked out a 6-4 win in the
finals.
With time running out in the third round, Orth
appeared to have tied the match but the assistant
official crushed Orth's hopes when he said _there
was not enough control to warrant a takedown ..
The call was so pathetic that fans from numerous schools booed the officials after the match and
even booed Herren when he accepted his first
place award.
"It's too bad for Bart that he had to lose like that
and too bad for Herren to gyt booed while winning
the tournament," Pine said. "They should have got
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The women's basketball season ended last
. Friday night at the hands of the Simon Fraser Lady
Clan 51-40. This was the closest the Wildcats
have been to the 'Clan in the past 10 years.
It seemed like the Wildcats were going to pull
off one of the biggest upsets in Central basketball
history, they trailed by only four points going into
the intermission. The Wildcats got into foul trouble early in the ~econd half. The 'Clan made a
living at the charity strike. Like true champions,
they took advantage of the opportunity, converting
12-17 from the line.
"Even though we fell in the game, this was our
best defensive effort of the season," head coach

stlingt0

Ben Orth (top) is an Academic All-american with a 3.89 g.p.a.

trips to nationals.
Smiley posted a 4-1 record last weekend and
was forced to settle for third again. In his final college match he defeated Kevin Chase of
Cumberland 4-1
On the positive side, the senior became the
Wildcat's first four-time All-American and finished his career as Central's second winningest
wrestler with 88 victories.
"I wasn't even going to wrestle this year and
then I came out about Jan. 10," Smiley said. "I'm
glad I did it. I don't have any regrets. I had a good
career but I just wish I would have won that title."
Rounding out Central's All-American list
were Jay Castino (fourth, 190), Chris Feist (fifth,
177), Ben Orth (sixth, 150), Steve Gusse (sixth,
158) and Jeremy Cronenwett (eighth, 275).
Feist's four wins in Nevada allowed him to

become only the third Central wrestler to win 30
matches twice. The 177 pounder from Fife has two
years of eligibility remaining and could join
Smiley as a four-time All-American.
Three other Central grapplers came one win
away from placing. Jack Anderson, Jarod Pierson,
and Jeremy Brummett all lost by less than two
points in matches to get to the placement rounds.
Pine singled out the endless efforts of Gusse.
"I'll really miss Steve," Pine said. "Day in and
day out he gave 100 percent. He really set an
example for the younger guys and we'll miss his
leadership."
On a scholastic note, the Orth brothers earned
NAIA Scholar Athlete All-American honors with
3.89 grade-point averages.

Jeff Whitney said, "Nicole Trammell and Keri
Alexander did a great job on Nikki Johnson and
Joby McKenzie."
Trammell held Johnson to 10 points, while the
Freshman Alexander held McKenzie to only 9.
Trammell was the lone Wildcat double-figure
scorer finishing with 19.
The Wildcats finished with a 12-13 record,
their best in IO-years. On Feb. 14, love was in the
air, as the Wildcats defeated L-C State on the
Warrior's home-court in front of a sell-out crowd
for the first time in 10-years.
"The L-C State win gave us a lot of confidence," Whitney said. "We surprised a lot of people this year."
The Wildcats also won their first play-off
game in 10 years last week. Trammell hit a
jumper to defeat St. Martins College at the buzzer.
"That was a big stepping stone for us,"
Whitney said.
The sun is going to be shining on the Wildcats
for seasons to come. Two key returnees are
Freshmen Kristen Willis and Keri Alexander, both
honorable mention all-conference selections.
Sharp-shooters, freshman Cheri Walker and
sophomore Becki Matzen will also be back to dial
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in front long distance for the Wildcats.
"Kristen will be one of the better point guards
in the conference next year," Whitney said, "We
will have a good mixture of strength and quickness."
The only two questions that remain unsolved
about next years team is: Who will be the head
coach? And will Nicole Trammell return for her
senior season?
Whitney was hired on a interim basis this year.
The university has put together a searct committee to find a out who will guide the Wildcats into
the future. Whitney is in the race for the position .
Unlike Whitney, Trammell has the option of
returning next year. She still has another year of
eligibility, but is scheduled to graduate in the
spring.
If Whitney nor Trammell return next year,
Whitney still has lined up a great recruiting class
for next year to go along with the nucleus of
returning players. They are going to be a force to
reckon with in their inaugural season at the NCAA
Division II level next season.
"Central women's basketball has finally gotten
over the hump," Whitney said.
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WANTS YOU!!!

Wednesday through Saturday
10:00 P.M. till 8:00 A.M.

Ride Home Call:
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C~'lfidentlal

TO COME IN AND RECEIVE A

899-0394

INITIAL EXAM

Funding Provided by
Central Washington University
and

ehce•. fo wre.stler ''Stone .Cold
Ste.ve Austin#< and his shirt
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Staff reporter

For a Safe, Free,
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Heather Ziese/Observer

Season ends for 'Cats with playoff loss
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a lot better officials.
Some of those guys
were just locals that
shouldn't have been
there."
Heading
into
nationals, Central' s
Leighton Smiley had
high hopes of standing on top of the
awards stand after
placing as high as
third in three previous

way .
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Men's baseball

Idaho tournament leaves 'Cats with four losses
by Mike Ferrari

Staff reporter
For the third straight week, Central's baseball team headed to the Potato State enroute to
another tournament. The Wildcats competed in
the annual Albertson College Tournament in
Caldwell.
Heading into the tournament, coach Desi
Storey was looking for continued improvement
from the ball club. He said the team needed to
be more consistent. He also said it was important the team exhibit more assertiveness.
The three day tournament showcased
Pacific University (Ore.), University of Puget
Sound, Pacific Lutheran University, Albertson

College, Linfield College and Central.
Friday's action pitted the Wildcats against
Pacific University and UPS.
In the first game, Central came up short
loosing to Pacific 12-9. The Boxers broke up a
9-9 tie, scoring two runs in the eighth inning
and one in the ninth.
Chet Gillaspy led the Wildcats with a threerun homerun and four RBI's.
In the second game, PLU pounded the
Wildcats 14-5. The Loggers rallied from a 5-2
deficit, scoring eight runs in the seventh
inning.
In lieu of defeat, Central hit three home
runs. Gillaspy, Colby Sherril and Marc Horner
each hit solo shots. Homer's four hits included

the home run.
Saturday, the Wildcats tangled with PLU
and tournament host, Albertson College.
In game one, Central lost to PLU 9-4. The
Lutes broke a 1-1 tie, scoring eight runs in the
middle-three innings. John Thurmond led the
team with two doubles and a single.
In game two, Albertson College routed the
Wildcats 13-3. The Coyotes broke open the
game, scoring eight runs in the fourth inning.
Pete Mirkovich accounted for two of the team's
three runs, collecting two RBI's. John
Thurmond led Central with three hits, including
two doubles.
Sunday's scheduled game against Linfield
College never materialized. The game was

canceled because of a snowstorm.
"We didn't come ready to play, across the
board" Storey said. "Pitching didn't hold up.
Defensively, we broke down at key times and
didn't hit the ball very well."
Chet Gillaspy said the team didn't make all
the necessary moves. He also said none of the
breaks went their way.
Storey said every team experiences a bad
snap throughout the season. He is hopeful that_
the team will respond.
The four losses dropped the Wildcats
record to 6-9 for the season. Central heads to
Idaho again this weekend. They will be competing in another tournament hosted by Lewis
and Clark State College.

ASC

Associated Students of Central Washington University

FROM THE ASCWU-B.O.D.:

Congratulations! ·
to the Emerging Leaders class
for a great quarter!

... and Thank You!
to Christina Lee and Steve
Simmons for all of their hard
work with t_h~ Emerging Leaders

Good Luck!
to all students on their finals this
week, and ...

Have a safe and fun
Spring Break!
Juniors & Seniors of all Majors:
YOU NEED

A.C.E.S.S.

ACCESSING CAREER EMPLOYMENT SUCCESS STRATEGIES

MONDAY, MARCH 30, 8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
· (the day betore Spring Quarter classes start)

SUB THEATRE
SIGN UP TODAY for employer-led workshops on effecth'e job search and employment strategies, including:

Resumes - Personnel Management Systems, Inc.
Successful Interviewing Techniques - Boeing
First Year on the Job - Nestle
Business Etiquette - Enterprise Rent-A-Car
PLUS, join employers for a Business Luncheon and
discussion (included in $15 registration fee), with a
Business Wardrobe Presentation by Nordstrom.
ALSO, schedule a mock interview and have your
resume critiqued by professionals.

SPACE IS LIMITED--REGISTER NOW!
REGISTRATION DEADLINE MARCH 20
For more information, contact:
Career Development Services, Barge Hall 204M

Available this FRIDAY, March .13th, after
12 noon in the Campus Life office, SUB 214.
President
Executive Vice President
Vice President for Organizations
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Vice President for Equity/Community Service
Vice President for Student Life and Facilities
Vice President for Political Affairs

Wednesday, April 1st: Filing begins
Tuesday, April 7th: Informational meeting
6 p.m., SUB 206-207
Wednesday, April 15th: Filing closes
Complete
schedule and
guidelines for the
1998ASCWU
Elections are
available in the
Candidate
Information
Packets.

FRIDAY
THE 13th
at NOON
I

canvas
SUB PIT

This page is an advertisement paid for by the
Associated Students of
Central Washington
University.
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Mirkovic leads the team
by Stephen Robinson
Staff reporter

Kelly Christensen/Observer

Senior Kara Jacobson practices for nationals last week.

Swimmers win
two at nationals
by Tara Rattray
Staff reporter
Long hours of hard work paid off
for Central's swim team when
national titles and record breaking
performances were achieved last
weekend at the NAIA tournament.
"I'm very satisfied with the
team's performance," head coach
Chad Youngquist said. "Every swimmer had at least one, if not all, great
performance."
Central women placed third and
the men finished fifth, just nine
points shy of fourth place.
"Our men were ranked seventh
going in," Youngquist said. "Taking
fifth was higher than others expected, so we're all very happy with our
finish."
Freshman Troy Rappleye won
two national titles in the one-meter
dive and three-meter dive.
"I worked hard each morning and
afternoon to improve my dives,"
Rappleye said. "I'm thrilled to see it
pay off as much as it did. Having a
great coach was a plus also."
Sophomore Joni Jacobs won the
women's 200 yard breaststroke for
back to back national titles. Her time
of 2:25.22 in the preliminaries set a
new school record, breaking the previous 2:26.86 from 1987.
"Winning again felt even better,"
Jacobs said. "I was able to defend
my title which is a good feeling."

Along with Jacobs record, other
swimmers managed to find a spot in
the books.
Freshman Natalie Price broke
three records in the 500 free, 1,000
free and 1,650 free, and Deborah
Frazee set two records in the 100 fly
and 100 back.
Central accumulated seven
school records and was awarded 45
All-American awards, where the top
six finishers in each event are recognized.
With the move to Division II next
year, Youngquist said the higher
level of competition may help _the
team.
"We have more recruits interested
in our program since we'll be moving to Division II," Youngquist said.
"We've attracted a higher caliber of
athletes since we're going to a higher level."
Seniors James Carsner, Paul
Anderson, Elaine Vestal, and Kara
Jacobson led the women with seven
All-American awards, will be leaving the team this year.
"All four of our seniors went to
nationals," Youngquist said. "All of
them will be missed greatly."
32 of the 45 All-American
awards presented to Central were
awarded in relays.
"The team unity this season was
the best," Jacobs said. "It was a great
and memorable season."

Senior third baseman Pete
Mirkovich is playing in his final year
of baseball at Central and is a team
leader on and off the field.
Mirkovich has been playing baseball since the age of four. He got his
first taste of baseball when he played
on a team with his older brother Walt,
who is two years older.
Baseball has been his life since.
He played little league while growing up in Olympia, Wash.
He reached the World Series,
playing for South Sound Pepsi in the
Continental American Baseball
Association (CABA) his junior year
of high school.
His team returned to Russiaville,
Indiana and won the CABA World
Series in 1993.
Mirkovich attended Timberline
High School and played basketball,
baseball and tennis .
His senior year, Timberline made
it to the state playoffs in baseball for
the first time in school history.
After high school he played for
Centralia Community College, earning All-Conference second base as a
freshman. He transferred to Central
last fall.
He helped last year's team break
the single-season school record for
most wins.
"Last year I played third base all
season, and played second base this
season, rotating with Dave
Silverton," Mirkovich said.
"This past weekend I switched
back to third base."
Central struggled last weekend,
but Mirkovich hopes it will be a turning point in the season.
"We're struggling as of late,
hopefully we'll learn a lot from this
weekend," Mirkovic said. "We'll
turn it around."
Mirkovich is a physical education
major and hopes to work at a high
school and coach baseball.
"I'd like to keep playing(baseball) after college, but I'll probably
continue as a coach." he said.
He is respected by his teammates.
"Pete's always focused on what's
going on," senior catcher Mike
Correia said. "He's definitely one of

the leaders on the team. He plays as
hard as anyone I've ever played
with."
Don't let Mirkovich fool you. He
is serious on the field, but he also
likes to have fun off the field.
"He's a character," shortstop Matt
Turner said. "He's a team clown, but
once we start playing, he's real serious and hates to lose."
Mirkovic is hoping the team can
reach the regional playoffs.

Pete Mirkovic

Open 24 Hours
Starbucks Coffee
Celebrate Finals Week
Open 24 hours
Sunday thru Thursday
·~0~~~)~t.;t%~1=-:::::'

•

from 10 p.m. to 3 a.m.

Be Part ol the
·~

af.
A DIFFERENT PLACE

we Are Now ntrtne Manaeers and
Kitchen Manaeers For The west [oast
We offer an excellent work environment with
competitive wage packages, regular salary reviews,
a formal appraisal system, bonus, 401K, company
paid vision, dental and health insurance and one
of the best training programs in the industry.
Send Resume to:
Recruiting Director + The Old Spaghetti Factory
2801 Elliott Avenue
Seattle WA 98121

+

FUN SUMMER JOBS:

SUMMER JOBS AT BEACH:

DAYCARE:

FOR SALE:

Cannon Beach Christian Conference
Center. Call for application:
503-436-1501

Always An Adventure at Daycare
(AAA Daycare) has day Mon- Fri
7:30 • am 5:15 pm and evening
spaces Mon · Thurs
5:30 pm - 10:00 pm.
Call 962-1222.

PC- IBM 486- 66, 4x CD-ROM, 2
harddrives (C: 200 mb D: 110 mb), 8
megs RAM, Internet Ready (33.6
bps modem), Windows 95,
Soundblaster Pro+ speakers,
PanaSync monitor, HP Deskjet 500
black and white. $550 O.B.O
Call 925- 3345 Oy
ullman@ebuq:1.com

EARN $2,365 TO $3,225 IN
7WEEKS:
June 15 - August 1, 1998. Room &
Board and insurance provided.
Excellent work exp~rience
·. · opportunity as Resident Advisor or
,> Residence Hall Director working with
·:.:
high school students during
.; residential summer school at Big
· Bend Community College, Moses
: Lake, WA. For more information call
(509) 762-6203 or e-mail:
kareno @bbcc.ctc.edu. AA/EEO

COUPLE SEEKS BABY:
Active young couple who enjoys the
outdoors would love to share their
life and home with your baby. We
will provide for your baby's
happiness, education, and growth.
Help make our family complete by
calling our attorney at
1-888-651-2229 ext. 33.
All inquiries are confidential.

$1500 weekly potential mailing our
circulars. No experience required.
Free information packet.
Call 410-783-8279.

ASHTON COURT/RYEGATE
SQUARE APTS.:
Live someplace nice at a resonable
price! Beautiful two bedroom 1 1/2
baath townhome. $545/ month.
925-6277

·-~~ ::~ ~:

Complimentary Brewed
French Press of Coffee

Flying Horseshoe guest ranch for
children, near Cle Elum, is hiring
boy's and girl's counselors. Enjoy
horseback riding, swimming (need
two lifeguards), hiking, etc, while
gaining valuable experience.
Salary plus room and board.
Call Penny: 1-(509)674-2366.

$1,500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL:

...........,·:-:....:-: . ::«:: -.~.·::::.:::·7,i:;-;(.::,~.:·.;-·

FOR RENT:
Clean, quiet, studio apartment.
Close to campus. Must see. Call
425-821-1327.
and
Clean, quiet, 2 bdr, 2 car garage,
1 bath. Close to campus. Must see.
Call 425-821-1327.

RAISE $500 OR MORE:

SEIZED CARS FROM $175:

Raise $500 or more in one week.
Fund-raising opportunities available.
No financial obligation. Great for
clubs and motivated students. For
more information call (888) 51-A
PLUS ext. 51

FREE CASH GRANTS! :

Porsches, Cadillai:s, Chevy's,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your area. Toll free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-15106

College. Scholarships. Business.
Medical bills. Never repay. Toll free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. G-15106

COMPUTER FOR SALE:
Computer: 133 mhz, 1.5 gb HD, CD
ROM, modem, 32 mb RAM,
includes printer. $700.
Home# 933-2534 work# 963- 3518

HIDDEN VALLEY GUEST
RANCH:
Hidden Valley Guest Ranch is
looking for a few good hands for the : ·•
1998 season. Positions available .
include kitchen staff, housekeeping :.
and maintenance. For further ·
information, check our website at
www.ranchweb.com/hiddenvalley or :.·
call 1-800-5-cowboy.

00

EARN $$$AND WIN:
A VIDEO CAMCORDER. Is the
semester almost over and your
group still needs money? Before it's
too late, try a MasterCard fundraiser and earn quick cash. It won't
cost a thing, call today!
1-800-323-8454 x 22

Sell your stuff. it'I
the Observer Classifieds.
It's Easy! Ifs Cheap!
Call 96HOZ6 NOW!!!

.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
APARTMENTS
.,,...
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
Family, Student, and Single Student
Apartments, Studio, 1,2 and 3 Bedrooms
Ranging From
$345 - $515 per Month

UMMER OBS

Rates Include: Electricity, Heat, Water,
Sewer, Refuse Services, Basic FM- TV "
Cable Service, Free Internet Service,
Coin- Operated Laundry Facilities, And
Telephone (Except For Brooklane
Village & Campus Court).

The Central Washington University Conference Program has several
temporary custodian positions available. These positions are expected
to begin the week of finals (no later than June 13, 1998) and will
terminate on or before September 18, 1998. Preference will be given to
student employees, temporary employees, and persons who are
enrolled spring quarter of 1998 as full-time students with plans to
enroll as full-time students at Central during fall quarter of 1998.

For Information/ Applications
Please Contact
Deanie at 963- 1833
(CWU- Office of Residential
Services - Button Hall)

Typical duties include: sweeping, mopping, vacuuming, dusting,
laying out linen, making beds, emptying trash, moving furniture,
setting up meeting facilities, and delivering and setting up
audiovisual equipment. There are three shifts, 7:00 a.m. to ~:30 p.m.,
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., and 2:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.m., with a half-hour
lunch break. Shifts and days off vary according to workload. ·
Minimum qualifications and skills required:
•be at least 16 years of age
• able to perform physical labor
• as proof of identity and employability, law requires an original
social security card, driver's license and/or passport •ability to follow through with verbal and/or written instructions
• available to work all weekends
• professional appearance
• good customer relations
• organization and problem solving skills
• punctuality
• pass a background investigation.
Hourly wage starting at $6.40

Marines

All interested applicants may apply at Courson Conference Center in
the Registration Office, Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Applications must be returned no later than 5:00 p.m., April 24, 1998.
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Central Washington University Conference Progrum

An AA/EEO/TITLE IX INSTITUTION • TDD (509) 963-2207
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For a career that makes a world of difference, see Captain Dale Pufahl
1-800-8762 x1840. Email: mossea@ibm.net
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SUMMER Study Abroad Opportuniti

a

El F

International Studies and
Programs (OISP)
~entral Washington University
International Center
Tel: 963·3612
.cwu.edu/-int1 ro

•

road.html

I

CZECH REPUBLIC

FRANCE

SPAIN

G·ERMANY

ITALY

IRELAND

COSTA RICA

JAPAN

RUSSIA

PORTUGAL

SCOTLAND

MEXICO

CANADA

SWITZERLAND

ECUADOR

CYPRUS

HONDURAS

AUSTRALIA

IS RAEL

BALI

GLAND
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